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ELECTORAL REVIEW OF THE LONDON BOROUGH OF CROYDON:
COMMENTS ON DRAFT PROPOSALS BY THE CONSERVATIVE
COUNCILLOR GROUP
Section 1: Executive Summary
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) is
undertaking a review of the London Borough of Croydon’s electoral
arrangements. The outcome of the review will be implemented for the May
2018 Council elections.
The review will cover the entire borough. The statutory criteria that the
LGBCE will apply when finalising its proposals are:1. Electoral equality (a consistent number of electors per Councillor);
2. Community identity (strong and identifiable ward boundaries that
reflect communities); and
3. Effective and convenient local government (coherent wards with
good internal transport links).
The review was initiated in February 2016 and the preliminary stage of the
review determined the future Council size: the preferred option of LGBCE is
to maintain the council size at 70 members.
The period for interested parties to submit their ideas for warding patterns
closed on 05 December 2016. On 14 March 2017 LGBCE published its
draft proposals for the warding pattern, following an extended period of
consideration driven by the number of full proposals received. The draft
proposal is significantly based on the proposals from this councillor group,
but modified to a greater or lesser extent in different areas. Some of the
boundaries now proposed were also proposed by members of the public
and residents’ associations. Some of the warding pattern now proposed for
Croydon North was also proposed by Thornton Heath Labour Party.
This group has thoroughly reviewed the LGBCE draft proposals and
consulted widely with residents’ groups. This document outlines the
outcome of those conversations and proposes a number of minor variations
to the draft scheme, driven by a desire to:
•
•
•
•

Ensure that residents’ associations have, where possible, the fewest
number of separate teams of councillors to work with
Improve the scheme in a number of places where industrial areas
which generate casework but have no residents can be conveniently
harmonised into the most appropriate ward rather than split
Propose some alternative ward names where resident feedback has
suggested that
Make minor amends to some boundaries where the proposal has unnecessarily split a community
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In addition we present some further evidence to support the original
proposals from this group which have been adopted into this draft scheme.
Given that a number of the key features in the draft scheme originated with
this Group, it should not come as a surprise that we warmly welcome the
scheme. We believe that it:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Accurately reflects the places of Croydon
Respects a number of hard boundaries which constrain the possible
warding patterns – in particular the railway lines in the north of the
borough and town centre, some major parks and roads,
impermeable tram lines
Splits natural communities as little as is possible within the constraint
of a maximum ward size of three members
By not crossing difficult boundaries supports convenient local
government
Avoids the creation of ‘artificial’ wards with no heart or district centre
Groups pairs of wards such that they reflect the wider place and
residents’ association planning forums (e.g. Shirley)

No warding pattern is ever perfect and it is generally possible to contrive
objections if one is minded to. However, we believe that the current scheme
is as robust as it is possible to be within the constraints of geography and
we would like to thank LGBCE for their work on this to date.
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Section 2: The current warding pattern
Electoral reviews in Croydon
The current warding pattern was created at the last boundary review in
Croydon, in 1999, for implementation at the 2002 local election.
The Council is currently comprised of 70 Councillors across 24 wards. In
line with most London borough Councils at present, there is a uniform
pattern of three-member wards across the borough, with the exception of
the two wards serving the community of New Addington, which is
represented by 2 two-member wards. All Councillors are elected for a four
year term.
Prior to 2002 the council had 27 wards in a mix of two and three member
wards. This gave reasonable flexibility to match wards with communities,
although the duration of those arrangements (from 1977 to 2002) meant
that population mobility had inevitably created some electoral inequalities.
The move towards almost entirely three member wards in 2002 gave rise to
some significant variations between wards and the actual pattern of
communities:
1. The community of Shirley was split between three wards: Shirley,
Ashburton and Heathfield
2. The area of Purley ward was significantly less than the generally
accepted area of Purley the place. As a result parts of the place
ended up split between Purley and Coulsdon West, Kenley,
Sanderstead, Croham and Waddon.
3. Upper Norwood ward contained parts of the borough whose
community would actually consider themselves to be part of Norbury
and conversely did not contain some parts of South Norwood ward
which considered themselves to be Upper Norwood.
Current wards
The map overleaf shows the current ward pattern.
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Fig. 1 – Current warding patterns
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Section 3 The Places of Croydon
As part of its preparation of its Local Development Framework, the council
worked for several years to better understand its communities and their
locations. The outcome of this work was collated into the ‘Borough
Character Appraisal’ which was published in June 2011 and can be
downloaded from the council’s web site here:
https://www.croydon.gov.uk/sites/default/files/articles/downloads/characterv
4.pdf
The character appraisal forms part of the council’s evidence base which
underpins the Core Strategy (CLP1), which was subject to inspection in
public in late 2012 and was adopted by the council in April 2013. The
Inspectors Report on the Core Policies concludes that the document
provides ‘an appropriate basis for the planning of the Borough over the next
15 years’ i.e. to 2028.
The Core Strategy can be downloaded from the council’s web site here:
https://www.croydon.gov.uk/planningandregeneration/framework/localplan/c
lppolicies
The Core Strategy is strongly based on the council-identified sixteen places
of Croydon, which feature on the document cover and throughout the
document.
The sixteen places were generated when the borough was under
Conservative control but with the active engagement in a working group of
the then Labour opposition (who have gone on to be the current leadership
of the council). Two stages of the LDF process have taken place since the
change of control in 2014, in both cases the 16 places have remained
unchanged and unchallenged. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the
16 places enjoy cross-party support outside of the pressure-cooker
situation of a boundary review.
The sixteen places have been consulted upon many times and have found
wide ranging support in the communities they refer to. During their
development we consulted regularly with residents’ associations. No
credible commentator has challenged their veracity. It can therefore be
taken that the communities the 16 places seek to define broadly support the
classification agreed.
The 16 places as set out in the council’s core strategy is shown in fig. 2
below.
As a diagram fig. 2 is not particularly helpful. To assist the reader’s
understanding of the topography the 16 places are set out over a current
road base map in fig. 3 below.
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Fig. 2 – the 16 Places of Croydon (source Croydon Council LDF CLP1
2013)
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Fig. 3 – 16 Places over the base map
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Commentary on the 16 Places map
Early drafts of the 16 places map suggested differing numbers of places.
The council planning team were keen to keep the number of places to 16 or
less, so a number of small ‘places’ were incorporated into larger ones for
simplicity. Of most significance amongst these ‘small places’ are Addington
Village and the Long Lane area of Ashburton/Shirley.
Most places do not have solid edges. Instead, if a surveyor were to move
from the heart of one place to its neighbour, they would most likely find that
there is a buffer zone where some people asked would say they live in
place A whilst others would assert it was place B. The wideness of this
‘fuzzy zone’ varies from place to place, as shown on the two diagrams
above.
In some cases the fuzzy zone runs across a park or open space. In this
case usually the people on the two edges of the open space are clear about
which place they live in, and the fuzzy belt across the green space is
irrelevant for electoral purposes as there are no affected voters.
Wards cannot have fuzzy edges. We therefore sought in our stage two
proposal to make a best estimate about which place each road should be
placed in for electoral purposes in fig. 4 below.
We sought to define the places more precisely in terms of:
1. How the majority of electors in the fuzzy areas feel about their
locality and which way we believe they would choose to say they
lived if they had to make a choice
2. Creating places which will require a whole number of councillors in
2022 within the normally acceptable variance range (ie. trying not to
define a place as requiring 2.5 councillors – so where placing a road
in a fuzzy area one way rather than the other assists in balancing the
numbers in the adjoining places, we have taken this option)
3. Respecting key public landmarks and trying to place them
appropriately – for example where there is room for interpretation as
to whether the area around Sanderstead Station belongs in South
Croydon or Sanderstead places, giving weight to the fact that the
station name would place it in Sanderstead
4. Using hard boundaries where they run through the fuzzy zone – e.g.
the railway lines around Selhurst depot etc.
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Fig. 4 – Bordered places drawn over the council’s ‘fuzzy boundaried’ places
It is clear from the relationship between the place edges and the borough
boundary that there is some degree of approximateness about the council’s
places.
Again it might be more helpful to see the base map through this diagram,
as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 – Bordered places over council places and base map
There are three key areas where our hard edges deviated somewhat from
the rounded places and the reasoning for this was outlined in our draft
submission (December 2016). Those areas are:
• The Addington area to the north and west of New Addington
• The Long Lane area to the north of Shirley
• The western edge of South Croydon
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The draft scheme as put forward by LGBCE is similar to the scheme put
forward by this group but not identical. It is therefore useful to review the
draft scheme boundaries over the council’s places and the base map:

Fig.6 The LGBCE draft wards over the places of Croydon
A few things stand out. Sanderstead ward now clearly takes a chunk of the
place of South Croydon place. The warding pattern in Broad Green and
Thornton Heath now creates a ward which spans the two, but this is
probably not a major issue. The new warding pattern still does a good job of
matching the places of Croydon, and does so significantly better than the
proposed scheme submitted by the council at stage two.
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Section 4 Proposing minor amendments to the boundaries
The Base Map

Fig. 7 LGBCE draft scheme
We have colour coded the wards to demonstrate how the group together to
reflect the places of Croydon.
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Single member wards
We note that in some parts of the country LGBCE has opted to create a
significant number of single member wards – for example in Birmingham,
where the review recently concluded created 37 single member wards and
32 dual member ones.
We cannot comment on the administrative backup for councillors in the
places where single member wards have been included, but for Croydon
we are pleased that single member wards have not been proposed
because:
1. There is no administrative support for any councillors except the council
leader, deputy leaders and recently some support for cabinet members.
2. There is no caseworking service, so all enquiries have to be routed by
councillors to individual officers and pursued for a response by each
member.
3. There is therefore no ready form of backup to cover councillor
correspondence when a councillor is away or incapacitated.
4. The population of Croydon lives in some areas with very mixed
communities and some with very homogeneous ones. In mixed
community areas it seems likely that we could get single member
outposts of wards from one party surrounded by wards represented by
the other. This would make agreeing informal arrangements for holiday
cover quite challenging.
5. There was no support expressed at stage two from residents’
associations or individual residents for single member wards.
6. There are no areas with such a distinctive character and a population of
approximately 4,000 to enable single member wards to be the best
option for communities.
7. Where small communities exist within larger wards they have been
used to operating within a three member structure for 16 years (and a
two/three member structure for 24 years prior to that) and this has not
created any identity issues which require a correction.
8. A coherent ward pattern can be built up within the places of Croydon
based on two and three member wards. There is no need to use single
member wards to match communities.
9. Members in single-member wards cannot serve on committees like
planning as this would leave the public without access to advocacy
Whilst those in favour nationally of single member wards often point out that
MPs operate successfully in single member constituencies, it is also true
that MPs have significant dedicated resource able to ensure that
constituents’ enquiries are appropriately dealt with during an MP’s absence.
We therefore believe that there is no demand locally for single member
wards and no obvious benefit to introducing them. We therefore strongly
support sticking to a two/three member structure.
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Strong & identifiable boundaries
One of the changes to the statutory criteria since the 1999 Croydon
boundary review is the explicit requirement to seek strong and identifiable
boundaries (adopted 2003). A number of strong boundaries are picked out
in the draft proposals, marked on the map below. We have added another
couple of boundaries not specifically referenced in the draft report but which
arise from the borough topography and are not normally disputed.

Fig. 8 Strong & identifiable boundaries in red
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The boundaries we added were:
• the edge of Farthing Down in Coulsdon
• the boundary between Old Coulsdon and Kenley created by
Coulsdon Court Golf Course and Kenley Aerodrome
• Riddlesdown Common and the escarpment north of Godstone Road
• The borders of New Addington, which is separated from its
surrounds by green space
• Two areas in Selsdon where there is no access through east-west
These strong boundaries significantly constrain the possible warding
patterns and were one of the key reasons for the selection of the
Conservative Group scheme as the basis for the draft proposal.
It is worth noting that Croydon Council, in its letter to LGBCE CEO Jolyon
Jackson on 6 April 2017 questioned whether a railway line can be
considered as a strong boundary if it is navigable in places. We believe that
this misses the point of this criteria. It is perhaps less the impermeability of
a boundary which is significant than its recognisability. It is important that
residents can readily understand where the boundaries are wherever this is
practicable.
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Overview of the amendments to the draft we are proposing

Fig. 9 Our proposed amendments to the draft boundaries
The map above shades a number of areas which we are proposing should
move wards and a direction of travel arrow to show which ward it would be
added to.
None of the proposed changes make a significant difference to the ward
variances. The only major variation we are proposing is another attempt at
creating stronger boundaries for Bensham Manor and West Thornton in
NW Croydon.
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We are putting forward a revised pattern in this area which recuts the two
Bensham wards and West Thornton from three two-member wards to two
three-member ones within the same external boundaries.

Our revised two three-member wards
LGBCE has asked for opinions on its re-cutting of our original proposal for
West Thornton and the two Bensham Manor wards. We think our original
proposal was stronger in terms of respecting the places of Croydon, but
accept that it left an area of West Thornton west of the cemetery isolated
from the rest of the ward (albeit this is how it is now).
The LGBCE preferred option removed this isolation but in so doing created
wards which didn’t really match where people feel they live. We believe it is
possible to create more coherent wards (Bensham Manor and West
Thornton) with a stronger community match and more identifiable
boundaries. We have therefore preserved the outer boundaries of the three
wards from the draft but created two three-member wards within them.
The benefits of this are:
•
•
•

It splits London Road as little as possible
It uses London Road as a hard boundary for a good length
It keeps Brigstock Road entirely in Bensham Manor except for a tiny
bit across the railway tracks in Thornton Heath
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

It uses Brigstock Road as a hard boundary
It keeps all Bensham Lane in Bensham Manor, which has to be
easier to understand for residents
It simplifies the names – there is now only one Bensham Manor
West Thornton and Bensham Manor now both look right in terms of
the places – the western side of London Road is not really Bensham
Manor, instead being clearly West Thornton and West Thornton is
now more clearly the western edge of Thornton Heath
It keeps Croydon University Hospital in West Thornton, where it
currently is
The ward boundaries are quite similar to the current ones, which
should help residents accept them
Variances of both are approx. +5%, so well within tolerance
We hope it will be broadly in agreement with what the community
and other interested parties are likely to want
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Section 5 Additional evidence to support current scheme
Coulsdon & Kenley
Red = hard boundary

Shaded = proposed revision from draft scheme

The draft scheme proposes the separation of the place of Kenley & Old
Coulsdon into a two member Kenley ward and a two member Old Coulsdon
ward. The ward of Coulsdon Town is created from those areas of the
current Coulsdon West ward which look to Coulsdon as their district centre
(the current ward takes in Woodcote and runs virtually to Purley town
centre).
Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• variances (2022) are well within the tolerance of 10%
• Coulsdon Town has the greatest variance at -7%, but it should be
noted that this area has the most potential for the development to
outstrip the projection
• Old Coulsdon at -3%
• Kenley at +1%
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Community Identity:
• The layout of the three wards is a good match to the places of
Croydon (see fig. 6)
• The long-standing detachment of Woodcote from Purley ward is able
to be remedied by adopting this ward pattern in Coulsdon
• The areas in Coulsdon Town ward which run to the east of the main
railway line do not link east-west to Old Coulsdon due to the
topography. As a result they look more to the town centre of
Coulsdon, to which they are closer by road and can access more
conveniently.
• This warding pattern enables areas of Purley which were in former
Kenley ward to be integrated back into a Purley-based ward
Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• The boundary between Kenley and Old Coulsdon is strong and
identifiable through topography, relative lack of road connections and
history. It has been the boundary for many years
• The western boundary of Kenley is equally strong, with the Godstone
Road and the nearby cliffs forming a logical boundary.
• The boundary highlighted in red between the borough border and
Coulsdon Memorial Garden is another strong boundary, with no road
access from it to Old Coulsdon except via the circuitous route
through Marlpit Lane
• The northern boundary to Coulsdon Town corresponds to the
council’s 16 places boundary between Purley and Coulsdon.
Convenient local government:
• This proposal creates well delineated wards which have no major
issues in terms of communication lines
• The only possible exception to this is the area of Coulsdon Town
south of Marlpit Lane, but as we have shown this is semi-detached
from both Old Coulsdon and Coulsdon Town, so it makes no
difference which way the boundary is drawn
Other considerations:
• We understand that local RAs are broadly supportive of the current
plan
• Coulsdon East ward had to change significantly as it was the most
underpopulated ward and its boundary with Kenley is a very
identifiable and strong boundary
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Purley & Sanderstead area
Red = hard boundary

Shaded = proposed revision from draft scheme

The draft scheme proposes the division of Purley into a western three
member ward of Purley & Woodcote and an eastern ward of Purley Oaks
and Riddlesdown. Sanderstead ward largely follows the borders of the
parish of Sanderstead.
Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• Sanderstead ward has a variance of +5%, which is well within
tolerance, although this would reduce slightly if our proposal to add
northern Essenden Road back into South Croydon were accepted
• Purley Oaks & Riddlesdown is slightly oversized at +6% (LGBCE
figure) and this will be fractionally worsened if the proposal to move
a small number of houses from Purley & Woodcote to Purley Oaks &
Riddlesdown. It will still be well within tolerance.
• Purley & Woodcote ward, at +3% (LGBCE) is well within tolerance
Community Identity:
• As a place, Purley has been divided into too many wards in the
recent past. The current proposal divides greater Purley into two
wards and greatly simplifies the division of responsibilities.
• Woodcote is a distinct sub-area, where residents would say they
lived in Woodcote but also Purley (just as you can be English and
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•

•
•

•

British). For many years the area has been split between Purley and
Couldon West and this proposal remedies that.
Riddlesdown and Purley Oaks are two distinct sub-areas of Purley.
Riddlesdown would normally be considered to be the area running
up the hill towards Riddlesdown Common from Riddlesdown Station.
Riddlesdown Station is contained within the ward.
The northern end of Purley Oaks & Riddlesdown includes the Royal
Oak centre and roundabout and Purley Oaks Station.
Sanderstead ward is a close match to the parish and contains pretty
much all the streets where residents would consider themselves to
be Sanderstead residents, including areas of former Croham and
Selsdon & Ballards wards where residents were previously confused
by the identity clash.
A small nick is made in the eastern boundary of Sanderstead to
allow Mountwood and Ferns Closes to remain in Selsdon. These
closes are walking distance from Selsdon district centre and strongly
identify with it, so this apparent boundary anomaly is welcome.

Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• All of the eastern border of Sanderstead is made up of hard
boundaries. At the northern end this is the Upper Selsdon Road (as
identified in the draft report and in the south by the Selsdon Park
Golf Club and Kings Wood. There is no road access through from
Sanderstead to Selsdon Vale so we think this eastern boundary is
correct.
• The north western boundary of Sanderstead is formed by the railway
cutting and Purley Oaks Golf Club. This is another strong and
identifiable boundary.
• Purley Way playing fields makes for a strong northern boundary to
Purley
• As previously identified, Godstone Road and the cliff along it makes
from a strong Riddlesdown/Kenley border
• The northern boundary of Purley Oaks and Riddlesdown follows the
topography of the valley, so whilst it looks odd on a map it makes
sense on the ground
Convenient local government:
• Sanderstead ward as drawn is a very coherent ward with its district
centre at its heart and major arterial routes and bus routes running
both north south and east west. Communications in and across it will
be as convenient as the current ward, which is very good.
• Purley district centre is close to the eastern edge of the ward, which
is perhaps not ideal. However, lines of communication within it are
very good, with bus routes enabling access to all corners.
• Purley Oaks and Riddlesdown ward looks odd on a map, being long
and thin. However this is determined by the topography, which
enables it to follow the Bourne Valley as it sweeps round through
Purley Cross and up to the balancing pond at the Purley Oaks
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Depot. Because the roads follow the contours, road linkages are
good
Other considerations:
• Drawing the boundary to the two Purley wards immediately to the
east of the town centre ensures the main shopping precinct is all
contained within one ward.
• We understand that local residents’ associations are broadly content
with the scheme
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•

•

There is an obvious north-south demarcation line in the form of
Addington Road, especially in its eastern half where the two
communities of Monks Hill and Forestdale effectively have their
backs to the road. The draft scheme has taken two ‘notches’ out of
the line, for different reasons: notch B enables the area of Addington
Residents’ Association to remain within one ward and reflects the
fact that this area is not connected to Forestdale by any community
link
It is also clear from the character map that notch B contains a
housing type which is quite different from the area to east and west
but similar to that to its north-west.

Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• The eastern and western boundaries of this area are strong
boundaries: the border with Sanderstead as previously described
and the green space around New Addington
• The southern boundary is the borough border
• The northern boundary is also well defined with only limited scope
for reworking, especially on the eastern side where Shirley Hills
create a clear distinction
• Within the two ward area there are two additional hard boundaries.
Area B (see map) is referred to above in terms of community identity
but also as Addington Court Golf Course forms a hard boundary to
the south and east.
• Area A reflects the fact that there is no way through on this ‘notch’ on
its eastern border from east-west nor on its southern north-south
Convenient local government:
• Current bus routes support these wards, as described above
• Good road connections link Selsdon Vale and Forestdale
Other considerations:
• We understand that the local residents’ associations are broadly
supportive of this draft
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Shirley area
Red = hard boundary

The draft proposes the creation of a three member Shirley North and a two
member Shirley South ward. The split would run along Shirley Road, which
is a busy dual carriageway and Wickham Road, a busy arterial road. The
draft accepts Shirley Road and the tramline as a strong western and
northern boundary.
However, two small roads on the southern side of Wickham Road need to
go into Shirley North in order to correctly balance the ward elector numbers.
These roads do not link through into the rest of Shirley South so we believe
that this is sustainable.
Shirley North includes the coverage of Monks Orchard Residents’
Association and the new Shirley Park Residents’ Association. Shirley South
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covers the territory of Spring Park Residents’ Association and the new
Shrublands Residents’ Association. It also covers Shirley Hills RA.
Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• Shirley North is oversized by 3%
• Shirley South is oversized by 7%
• These are within accepted tolerances
Community Identity:
• Shirley is a fairly well-defined area with a strong community
• In spite of their being at least five different RAs covering the area,
they work closely together within the Shirley Planning forum
• Longheath Gardens and the other estates at the northern edge of
Shirley are somewhat cut off from the rest of Shirley, but they are
equally or more cut off from Addiscombe. Most residents here would
send their children to Shirley schools. Many would use out of
borough facilities for shopping and other major services. From 19782002 Longheath Gardens was in Monks Orchard ward rather than
Ashburton
Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• The borders of the place of Shirley are quite strongly defined. The
LGBCE report highlights Shirley Road and the edge of Shirley Park
Golf Course as a strong western boundary and the tramline as a
strong northern one. The eastern boundary is defined by the
borough border
• Shirley Road is the historic boundary of Addiscombe
• Wickham Road forms a strong demarcation between north and south
wards and is easy for residents to understand
• Ashburton Park cuts the Stroud Green area off from Addiscombe to
the west. Ashburton Park itself could live in either Shirley North or
Addiscombe
Convenient local government:
• There are strong east-west and north-south transport links both for
cars and buses
• These are sensibly shaped wards with coherent identities and
focused district centre and community facilities
Other considerations:
• In our original proposal we gave consideration to whether to propose
to reintroduce the pre-2002 ward names of Monks Orchard and
Spring Park. However, local residents’ groups have advised us that
they now operate very much as the community of Shirley and that
they feel this retro naming concept to be a retrograde step.
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•

•

•
•

Shirley North includes the coverage of Monks Orchard Residents’
Association and the new Shirley Park Residents’ Association. Shirley
South covers the territory of Spring Park Residents’ Association and
the new Shrublands Residents’ Association. It also covers Shirley
Hills RA.
We understand that the Shirley Planning Forum, which is the
umbrella group for all the local RAs is broadly supportive of the
scheme and put in a submission at the previous stage to suggest
this arrangement of wards
The new Longheath Gardens RA is in the process of joining the
Shirley Planning Forum, re-eastablishing its historic link with Monks
Orchard, which was broken at the last boundary review
We understand that both Tollgate and Longheath Gardens RAs are
broadly supportive of this scheme
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New Addington area
Red = hard boundary

Shaded = proposed revision from draft scheme

The draft proposal is for two two member wards in the place of New
Addington: New Addington North and New Addington South.
In our second stage submission the only boundary change we proposed
was to reunite the historic Boots Estate into one ward: currently one road of
the original estate is in Fieldway ward and ignores the natural boundary
created by King Henry’s Drive. It is not clear from the draft report whether
this idea was given consideration and the draft report is silent about why it
was not incorporated in the plan.
The Boots Estate was the original development in New Addington,
commenced in the 1930s. The housing in the grid of crescents at the north
of the southern ward is all one style of housing built out concurrently and it
makes little sense to divide off one road (Wolsey Crescent). King Henry’s
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Drive, by contrast, forms part of the post-war development and is in a
variety of styles more akin to that found in the old Fieldway ward.
Similarly Kestrel Way, on the Fieldway side of King Henry’s Drive, does not
really belong in the southern ward. It is a development of flats very similar
to that found across the majority of Fieldway and we therefore again
propose to swop Wolsey Crescent for Kestrel Way.
It is impossible to avoid one or both of the New Addington wards being
undersized by more than 5%, due to the tighly defined nature of the
community and topography there. The choice is whether to make both
wards’ variance between 5 and 10% or just one, with the other’s variance
being slightly larger than it would otherwise be. Our proposal does the
latter, with New Addington South having the lower variance.
Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• Both new wards fall within electoral variances and would still do if the
change we proposed is adopted.
Community Identity:
• New Addington has a very strong sense of community. Most
residents would say they live in New Addington, rather than the
northern residents mentioning Fieldway
Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• The current northern and western boundaries are strong boundaries,
dividing off New Addington from Addington, to which it is really
connected only by a name
• King Henry’s Drive is the natural boundary between a northern and
southern ward
Convenient local government:
• New Addington is a compact place and transport links within it are
good by car, public transport, cycle and foot.
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Addiscombe & Central Ward
Red = hard boundary

Shaded = proposed revision from draft scheme

The draft scheme proposes the creation of two three member wards in
Addiscombe:
Addiscombe East
Addiscombe West & Park Hill
As noted previously, we now suggest naming the western ward East
Croydon & Park Hill
Addiscombe West & Park Hill takes in the whole of the Park Hill area, which
is mostly identified in the council’s place strategy as being in Addiscombe.
Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• According to the LGBCE draft report Addiscombe East in undersized
by 5% and Addiscombe West is bang on the average
• The changes we earlier proposed have little impact on these figures.
Community Identity:
• Both wards fit within the place identified in the 16 places as
Addiscombe
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•
•
•
•

Addiscombe East area, which has little high rise and a high
proportion of large detached. The warding pattern as proposed
ensures that the issues of young flatted commuters are well catered
for in the two wards either side of East Croydon.
The trend in both Central and Addiscombe West is for increasing
construction of tall apartment blocks. The current differentiation in
property type in this area is going to get more extreme over the next
five to ten years. These are the red areas in the map above – where
it is clear that East Croydon is akin in housing type the the central
ward whereas Addiscombe East is quite different. The northern half
of Addiscombe’s western ward is likely to continue to develop this
way with increasing density to match the central ward.
Park Hill has no centre and almost no shops or community centres:
its residents look either to the town centre or Lower Addiscombe
Road/Cherry Orchard Road for their amenities
The Whitgift Estate looks more to Ashburton and Shirley district
centres and its residents would often drive there.
Addiscombe Cricket Club is in the middle of the Whitgift Estate.
The character of the housing in the Whitgift Estate (current PD FA7)
is much more like that in current poling districts AS5 and 6

Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• There are hard boundaries identified in the draft report, defining the
outer shell of the two Addiscombe wards - Coombe Road, the
railway line, Shirley Road and the tram line border with Woodside
• Coombe Road is a significant hard boundary. It is a heavily used
road with few pedestrian crossings – the only one is at the Lloyd
Park Tram Stop. Taken together with Lloyd Park and the tram line, it
forms a very hard boundary in the east and is nearly as hard in the
west.
• There are no hard boundaries within the defined pair of Addiscombe
wards which make a definite case for splitting either way, and we
would therefore suggest that there is no particular case for changing
the draft
• Addiscombe Road does not really form a boundary. For the section
where it crosses Addiscombe West it is virtually traffic free – the tram
track and the one way systems to either side mean that few cars use
it and crossing it is very easy
• Where Addiscombe Road crosses Addiscombe East the traffic is
heavier but the road is the only practical access into the Whitgift
Estate and therefore cannot be considered to be a boundary – here
it is the glue that enables access to an area.
• East Croydon is in fact the mirror image of Central ward, with the
most intense development coming along its western edge - therefore
a geographically tight ward that matches Central is sensible
• Central ward is appropriately defined by Roman Way in the west and
the railway line in the east. Arguably it has strong southern and
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northern boundaries too, in St James’ Road, the railway line to West
Croydon Station and Coombe Road
Convenient local government:
• There are good public transport links within both draft wards
• Much of the western ward is difficult to navigate by car – there are
many one way systems and the tram lines make foot or public
transport the preferred means of getting about
• This is not true of the eastern ward, which is much more spacious
and is a more car-oriented ward
• Central ward contains the entirety of the main shopping centre,
which should be in a single ward for administrative convenience
Other considerations:
• Addington Road is not a hard border, being more the glue which
holds the place together. At its western end it is not the border it
might superficially seem, as that is a walking area with little traffic.
• The Business Improvement District is entirely within one ward except
for a small BID area to the east of the main railway line. This reduces
form current three to two teams of councillors the BID has to engage
with
• Having two wards covering the whole of central Croydon may make
it easier to manage a future parliamentary boundary review, giving
the Boundary Commission the potential to ensure that the whole of
the town centre is in one parliamentary constituency
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South Croydon
Red = hard boundary

Shaded = proposed revision from draft scheme

We have earlier in this document proposed re-incorporating the shaded
area above back into South Croydon ward to improve the electoral equality,
convenient local government and respect the wishes of the local community
In our proposal at stage two we briefly considered proposing to make
Waddon a two member ward with the eastern part of Waddon fused with
the portion of South Croydon to the west of the railway to make a two
member South Croydon ward. The area to the east of the railway line
above could then be a two member Croham ward.
Whilst superficially attractive we rejected this idea because:
• It would leave the Croham ward with no shops, no community
facilities and no centre. It would be a ‘dormitory ward’ and it would be
very difficult for its councillors to bring the community together
• The area of eastern Waddon has little in common with the area to
the other side of Brighton Road – the housing tenure is quite
different (largely small apartments vs family terraced housing)
• Our councillors tell us that the public in this area are generally of the
view that a pair of three member wards is more in the public interest
than three two member wards
• It would fragment the current Waddon ward un-necessarily – there is
something to be said for keeping wards which have been together
for a considerable time together (the Haling area has been part of
Waddon since at least 1964)
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We concluded that two three member wards would serve the interests of
residents better than three two member ones.

Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• South Croydon is somewhat undersized in the draft scheme (-8%),
caused in part by the removal of the area north of Essenden Road
from the ward.
• Addition of this area back in to the ward would make its variance
now -5.5%, a significant improvement
• The change would improve Sanderstead’s electoral equality from
+5% (LGBCE draft) to +2.4%
• Our methodology in producing the figures above is to start with the
LGBCE draft report figures and adapt them – our own calculations
clearly make somewhat different assumptions about the precise
boundaries and therefore cannot be directly mapped.
• All are within acceptable tolerance
Community Identity:
• All of this area is considered by the Post Office to be South Croydon
(although it is also true that the postal area of South Croydon is very
much larger than the ward)
• Everywhere in this ward would consider itself to live in South
Croydon rather than any other sub-division of southern Croydon
such as Purley, Sanderstead, Selsdon etc.
• The restaurant quarter of South Croydon is contained within the
ward and forms a strong focus
• South Croydon Station is near the centre of the area rather than on
the periphery
Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• Croham Hurst makes for a strong south-eastern boundary
• Coombe Road makes for a strong northern one
• The change in housing type at Ballards Way makes for a reasonable
point at which to place a boundary
• The area of Brighton Road running along the playing fields of
Whitgift School make an appropriate western edge in that area which
has been in place for many decades
Convenient local government:
• Communication lines north-south and east-west work well in terms of
public transport
• There is a community heart in which to bring residents together
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Waddon
Red = hard boundary

Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• Waddon has an electoral variance of +5%, which is well within
acceptable tolerances
Community Identity:
• Waddon has broadly been defined in this form since at least 1977
except that in this proposal an area which thinks of itself as Purley
has been removed and an area around Wandle Park which links
strongly to Waddon added.
• The central eastern area around Whitgift School has been part of
Waddon since at least 1964
• The division of Wandle Park into Broad Green but Waddon Ponds
into Waddon has always appeared somewhat arbitrary
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Roman Way, which is rather impermeable east-west, makes a strong
north-eastern boundary
Brighton Road and Whitgift School makes for a strong centraleastern boundary
Purley Playing fields makes for a strong, if rather drawn out,
southern boundary

Convenient local government:
• Transport links in Waddon are generally good and it is possible to
get around the ward using public transport
• In both the northern and southern portions of the ward there are
appropriate community facilities and places to bring the communities
together
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Broad Green & Selhurst
Red = hard boundary

Shaded = proposed revision from draft scheme

LGBCE proposes the creation of three wards in this place:
• Broad Green – 3 member
• West Thornton – 2 member
• Selhurst – 2 member
• We are proposing revising West Thornton into a three member ward
– see page 23
These borders have been drawn somewhat differently to the stage two
proposal from this group, in that the current border between West Thornton
and Broad Green in the north west is to be changed (the Conservative
Group proposal left this as it currently stands). Otherwise the northern
borders of Broad Green as roughly as per now, with the southern edge
having moved north to exclude New South Quarter, which brings the
population back to being < 5% variance compared with the average ward.
Its area includes Broad Green Library.
Selhurst is broadly the area south and west of Selhurst depot. The
impermeability of the railway lines make it rather difficult to incorporate the
depot into the ward. However, as nobody lives at the depot this is not a
major issue. As a ward it has at its heart the junction of Whitehorse Road
and Northcote Road.
West Thornton ward starts on the edge of Croydon Cemetery and includes
the West Thornton Primary academy.
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Most of the rest of the draft scheme is broadly based on the proposal from
the Conservative Group, but in this area LGBCE has exercised its
discretion to modify the original proposal. We do not disagree with the
proposed changes but have also proposed turning West Thornton and the
two Bensham Manor wards into two three member wards.
Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• Broad Green has an electoral variance of +2%
• West Thornton has an electoral variance of +5% (as will the
proposed three member version)
• Selhurst has an electoral variance of 0%
• These are well within tolerance and no worse than any of the draft
proposals submitted
Community Identity:
• By virtue of the general lack of strong boundaries in this area there
are considerable overlaps in which area residents may consider
themselves to live. For example the area around Aurelia Road is
currently in West Thornton but is now proposed to be in Broad
Green. It could reasonably be in either
• Because of the impermeability of the railway lines around Selhurst
depot it is inevitable that, for electoral purposes, some electors who
might consider themselves to live in Selhurst will be in other wards
(mainly South Norwood)
• We think this scheme does a good job in creating wards which
people will relate to
Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• The borough boundary makes a strong western border
• The Croydon Cemetery makes a strong north-western boundary
• The industrial estate makes for a strong south-western border and
prevents an outpost of Broad Green appearing south of this natural
demarcation line
• West Croydon Station, St James’ Road and the railway line between
them make a strong south eastern boundary
• The main railway line and Selhurst Depot make for a strong northeastern boundary
• Queen’s Road Cemetery makes for a strong northern boundary
• The one area where there is no easily defined strong boundary is in
the area between the two cemeteries, so if there is a need for
adjustment to the boundaries here, this seems the obvious place to
do it.
Convenient local government:
• Lines of communication are generally good within all the proposed
wards.
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They are compact wards and are generally accessible on foot and
via public transport
All the proposed wards have a range of services and appropriate
community facilities to enable ward councillors to function well
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North West Croydon
Red = hard boundary

Existing LGBCE draft proposals

LGBCE proposed the creation of wards with the main north-south high
speed railway line acting as a strong boundary between the western and
eastern groups of wards. We believe that this is a sensible policy and will
be easily understood by residents. Whilst there are crossings over the
railway, and communication is not impossible, it is generally slower and
less convenient and the railway line is so obvious that it is easily
remembered by the public as a demarcation.
The western wards are
• Bensham Manor West – 2 member
• Bensham Manor East – 2 member
• We are proposing a revised layout with Bensham Manor as a single
three member ward – see page 23
• Norbury & Pollards Hill – 2 member
The eastern wards are
• Norbury Park ward – 2 member
• Thornton Heath Ward – 3 member
• Crystal Palace & Upper Norwood ward – 3 member
• South Norwood ward – 3 member
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•

Woodside ward – 3 member

Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• Bensham Manor West ward has electoral variance of +2%
• Bensham Manor East has -1%
• The alternative three member Bensham Manor ward has a 5%
variance
• Norbury & Pollards Hill has +4%
• Norbury Park has +2%
• Thornton Heath has -2%
• These are all well within tolerances
Community Identity:
• Bensham Manor has been recognised in the ward naming since at
least 1964 and has traditionally been centred on Bensham Lane
• The proposed treatment of Bensham Manor and West Thornton in
this group’s stage two proposal was modified by LGBCE in its draft.
We accept that this revised treatment offers benefits but it also
creates some identity issues in Bensham Manor in particular. We are
therefore proposing a new warding pattern keeping the existing
external boundary of West Thornton, Bensham Manor East and
Bensham Manor West, but creating instead two three-member wards
• Thornton Heath Labour Party put in a boundary submission at stage
two which was very critical of the council’s proposal to cross the
railway line with its warding pattern and proposed a Thornton Heath
ward which is almost identical to the one in the draft scheme. We
trust that they will be satisfied with this outcome. These boundaries
are close to the current ones and well match local expectations of
where the core of Thornton Heath is.
Strong & identifiable boundaries:
• The western and northern edges of this area are constrained by the
borough boundary
• The railway line running south-east to north-west makes a very
strong central boundary which LGBCE has already identified as a
red line which cannot sensibly be crossed
Convenient local government:
• Not crossing the railway line separating north eastern and north
western Croydon makes for significantly more convenient
government
• Because of population density in the north of the borough all wards
are geographically small. Taken with the generally good public
transport links and strong bus routes up London Road, this makes
for convenient and administratively manageable wards
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North Eastern Croydon
Red = hard boundary

Areas LGBCE have specifically requested comments on
In this area LGBCE specifically asked for comments on the border between
South Norwood and Woodside wards. The railway line is a strong
boundary, especially south of Norwood Junction Railway Station. However,
its use along its whole length including the area to the north of the Station
would lead to an unacceptably large Woodside and an equally
unacceptably small South Norwood, in terms of elector equality.
The boundary LGBCE have proposed is very close to the current boundary,
so there is significant elector understanding of where the boundary is
already. Re-cutting this area from two three member wards to three two
member ones does not solve this problem – instead it would create an
eastern ward split into two by a hard boundary. Neither does seeking to
create a single member ward solve the problem. In addition to introducing
all the issues with single member wards already identified, there is no
natural hard boundary to the south east to define the single member ward
(assuming you use the railway line in the north and try to create a single
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member ward to the east of it). Neither do the variances work well for a
single member ward here.
With particular reference to the fact that the border here is already accepted
and understood, we believe that it is not possible to improve on the LGBCE
draft scheme here and the lack of hard boundary at the eastern extremity
just has to be accepted.
Why these boundaries make sense in terms of LGBCE criteria
Electoral Equality:
• Thornton Heath ward has electoral variance of -2%
• Crystal Palace and Upper Norwood has -2%
• South Norwood has -6%
• Woodside has +5%
• These are all well within tolerances
Community Identity:
• Thornton Heath Labour Party put in a boundary submission at stage
two which was very critical of the council’s proposal to cross the
railway line with its warding pattern and proposed a Thornton Heath
ward which is almost identical to the one in the draft scheme. We
trust that they will be satisfied with this outcome. These boundaries
are close to the current ones and well match local expectations of
where the core of Thornton Heath is.
• The borders of Woodside are similar to the current ones and
therefore should achieve a good level of community buy-in.
Woodside does contain elements which link it to South Norwood,
such as the leisure centre and the Country Park. The borders here
between Addiscombe, Woodside and South Norwood are not clearly
defined and residents’ views about where they live tend to create
ambiguities in the place over larger areas than elsewhere in the
borough. In the absence of any clear demarcation, we think the
current proposed boundaries work well.
• The ward of South Norwood is more coherent that the current one.
Residents living in current PD SE1 and 2 would normally say they
live in South Norwood. Equally residents in current SN1 and 2 would
say they live in Upper Norwood. Our party had two councillors in
both South Norwood and Upper Norwood 2006-10. In the South
Norwood team’s newsletters they made a point of making the title of
their newsletter In Touch with South Norwood (including part of
Upper Norwood) specifically to deal with the issue that many
residents in SN1 and 2 would think they had had the wrong
newsletter delivered, so great was their belief that they live in Upper
Norwood! (sample masthead below). This proposal deals with these
issues well.
• The Crystal Palace & Upper Norwood ward is much more coherent
than the current one, not least because it is all on the hill. Currently
UN6 and 7 and NY1 and 2 are in separate wards, despite being
strongly linked by communities, terrain and hard boundaries.
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Variance by ward

Notes on the variances:
1. Our original data differs somewhat in places from LGBCE’s,
presumably due to differences in assumptions about how roads split.
As it is not easy to reconcile the two, we have based our latest
projections on our original data, so it should be used to compare with
the variances in our stage two proposal rather than with LGBCE
data. We do not believe the end differences will be very significant.
2. The two New Addington wards will always average as the same
over-represented figure, the only question is whether one or the
other is more over-represented.
3. South Croydon and Sanderstead’s variances are improved by the
changes we propose.
4. The new West Thornton and Bensham Manor wards are 4.97% and
5.32% oversized respectively, well within the accepted tolerances.
5. Because the oversized wards are all around the 5% mark or lower
oversized, this model should be pretty futureproof and it ought to be
some considerable time before three wards hit +10%.
6. The wards where additional population growth is most likely (Broad
Green, East Croydon and Fairfield) are some considerable distance
from the +10% threshold, making the likelihood of these wards
getting to this point a considerable time away.
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Section Six: Croydon Council’s position
Croydon Council has indicated that it is unhappy with the LGBCE decision
to largely overlook its proposed warding pattern in favour of a submission
drawn from other sources including this group’s.
On 8 April 2016 the council CEO wrote to the CEO of LGBCE:
• re-iterating its belief that its submission was robust
• confirming that it does not propose to draft a new warding pattern but
requesting that its previous submission be re-considered in this final
stage
• querying why a warding pattern built from a hybrid of its proposals
and others had not been proposed
• suggesting that the delays in the timetable had materially affected
the council and the public’s ability to participate in the process
• re-iterating the council’s support for the 16 places of Croydon work
• querying why the railway line in the north had been accorded such
weight in defining hard boundaries
• querying a perceived inconsistency in approach to electoral
variances (it did not specify what it meant by this and we are clear
that all proposed variances are well within published tolerances)
• referencing the legal advice the council had sought before writing
The Conservative Group Leader was copied on the council’s letter. We
were surprised by the contents of the letter on a number of grounds.
Firstly it suggests that the two delays in the timetable as initially outlined at
Stage One and again in Stage Two evaluations materially affected the
ability of interested parties to engage with the process. We did not find this
to be true and neither, it seems, did the large number of members of the
public who took part in stage two.
Secondly the letter suggests that the criteria by which submissions would
be evaluated was unclear. We did not find this to be the case: the guideline
documents clearly set out the criteria and in particular the relatively new
preference for strong boundaries.
We found the process easy to participate in and the documentation
informative about what would make for a successful submission.
So this group cannot support the comments made by the council CEO,
whilst respecting her defence of the work of council officers in the
preparation of their submission.
We noted the response of LGBCE CEO Jolyon Jackson to Jo Negrini,
Council CEO, on 10 April. In particular we note some specific comments:
• While a ‘blended’ scheme may be viewed as preferable by the
Council, this is not a requirement for the Commission.
• The Commission is politically impartial; it does not prioritise
submissions made by political parties, but makes decisions based on
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•
•

the statutory criteria, regardless of whether this results in a warding
scheme based on several proposals or just one
When putting together a pattern of wards, the Commission must be
mindful of the consequential effects that any alterations in one part of
the borough may have in other areas.
In order to ensure that the three statutory criteria are given equal
weight, there is sometimes a need for electoral variances to rise
above or below 0% in order that community identities are reflected
and that clear ward boundaries are followed

The map below shows Croydon council’s stage two proposal with the hard
boundaries identified over it. From this it is clear that 12 out of 27 wards
significantly breach a hard boundary in this proposal (pink in the map). This
is the key reason why we do not believe that this proposal should be given
any significant weight or extra consideration.
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Section 7: The process from here
We understand that although it is rare, whenever significant changes are
made to a draft scheme it is necessary to hold a fourth and final stage of
consultation on the revised draft.
We hope that this will not be necessary here. We believe that the current
scheme is very robust and successfully balances the statutory criteria,
especially if the adaptations we now propose are accepted.
This boundary review was requested by Croydon Council at the behest of
the controlling Labour group and was accepted into the LGBCE work
programme much later than the other current reviews in London.
•
•
•

LB Bexley’s review concluded in Nov 2016 for implementation May
2018
LB Redbridge’s review concluded in Nov 2016 for May 2018
implementation
LB Southwark’s review concluded in Jul 2016 for May 2018
implementation

Croydon’s review cannot be concluded before July 2017 and if another
stage is initiated it could conceivably not be concluded until Nov 2017,
leaving just 6 months for implementation
At the last major boundary review in London, all reviews were concluded in
summer 1999 for implementation in May 2002, almost three years in
advance.
Late conclusions of reviews are difficult to manage for the council and all
political parties. But most significantly, they make it difficult for the public to
become familiar with the new boundaries and ward issues, or to get familiar
with the prospective candidates and their policies. This does not help good
local democracy.
We therefore hope an additional stage will not be necessary.
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